
  

MGTOWs are POLITICAL WIMPS 

 

dear sandman, 

 

god I have mixed feelings about you. I admire your psychological insight and listen regularly to 

your psychological lessons on women, but I become increasingly angry at your political 

wimpiness regarding your passive acceptance of the gender status quo, and especially of the 

fluffie feminist takeover of the divorce courts. I get the impression you are apolitical and just 

don't seem to see that men need to fight back politically to purge the divorce courts of fluffie 

feminist judges and lawyers, and to scare the gender politicians shitless that if they are not "men 

fair" then they will be voted out by millions of very angry men who are fed up with being 

financially massacred by the divorce courts, parasited upon by fluffies, and harangued by fluffie 

feminists. 

 

Masculists fight. They literally hit back. They harangue the fluffie feminists, they refuse to have 

relationships with fluffies and push the media to address men's issues. Masculists attack, they 

fight, they politicize. You MGTOWs are gutless. You simply bow out. I don't deny that that will 

have a significant effect on society, if multimillions of men become MGTOWs, but its only half 

the story.  

 

For men to stop fighting as masculists, the divorce courts will have to be made men fair, the 

fluffies will have to be wiped out, by forcing them to rot on the shelf by not being able to have 

relationships with masculist men who refuse to be parasited by them, society needs to be 

educated into masculist issues, fluffies need to be strongly morally pressured to become FIPs 

(financially independent people) otherwise they starve, and fluffie feminists need to have their 

masculist consciousness raised so they don't concentrate only on women's problems. In short, 

there is a lot of masculist political work to do, but you MGTOWs just seem to be blind to what 

needs to be done, which is why masculists have mixed feelings about you. In my own case, I 

both admire you (for your psychological insight), and despise you (for your political impotence) 

at the same time. 

 

Cheers, Prof. Dr. Hugo de Garis 

profhugodegaris@yahoo.com 
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